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INTRODUCTION

 Singapore has a population of around 

5.74 million people in 2018.There are 

four different languages: English,    

Tamil , Malay , and Standard 

Mandarin.

 Singapore has a tropical climate and 

is mostly hot all year round. It is a 

multicultural state.

 Their president is Halimah Yacob   



ABOUT THE FLAG

On the flag the white crescent represents Singapore 

as a new nation. The five stars symbolise: Democracy 

,equality, justice, peace and progress. White 

representative of purity and virtue of the  

Singaporeans. Red stands for universal brotherhood.



TRADE

 The items are iron/steel, crude oil, electronic components , radio

and television recievers , parts to motor vehicles , chemicals , beverages,

textiles , yarn/fabrics and rice.

 Singapore trades with lots of different countries.  

 The trading partners of Singapore are China , Hong Kong ,

Malaysia, Indonesia, South Korea, United States and Japan.



MIGRATION 

 Some Singaporeans migrate because they want to 

follow what they want to do as a job.

 They migrate to get away from millionaires 

running their country.

 They want to be closer or further away from  

family and/or friends. Sometimes to get away 

from bad environment.



Tourism

 People go to Singapore to see: Palawan beach, Tiger Sky Tower, Modern 

Public Gardens, Movie and TV themed amusement park, Zoo for 

nocturnal animals, Singapore flyer ( ferris wheel), Merlin park (fountain 

statue), Singapore gardens, River safari, East coast park (island), National 

gallery (arts).



Aid 

 Singapore gives drinking water to neighbouring countries.

 They give money to countries that need to overcome natural disasters

 They help rural poor countries to gain access to clean water.

 The government gives money to countries in need.



Defence 

 Singapore has a military defence.

 The Singapore armed forces has tree services:The Singapore Army, The 

Republic of Singapore Air force and The Republic Navy.

 National servicemen make up more than 80% of its military defence 

system and form the backbone of the leader of the Singapore Army 

Force.

 They use bloodhounds (guns) to defend themselves and they ride in tanks.



Map

Singapore is in south 

east Asia.

Singapore is near 

Malaysia.


